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The Semantics of Complements in Mongolian-Semantic 




Abstract?The purpose of this article is to demonstrate that a complement can have the function as an 
argument when there is a bidirectional agreement in semantic role between the case and the 
verb/ predicate adjective. Five cases in Mongolian are treated for consideration: accusative, 
dative-locative, ablative, instrumental and comitative. The semantic role agreement will 













?? θ ??(θ-theory)??????????θ ?????????????????????
????????? θ????????????????????? 
 
(1) a. John    hit           Bill. 
     Subject  Verb         Object : ????(grammatical roles) 
     AGENT  ACTION     PATIENT : θ??(θ roles) 




b. The news? surprised   Bill. 
     Subject    Verb       Object     : ????(grammatical roles)         







? hit? surprise?????? 2?????????????? θ????????????
?????????????????????? 
 
(2) a. *John hit. 
b. *The news surprised. 
 
(3) a. ?The hammer             hit  John. 
      INSTRUMENT +AGENT?     PATIENT 
   b. ?Bill            surprised  the news. 




Chomsky(1981: 36)??? θ????? θ??????????????????? 
 
(4) θ??(θ-criterion)? 
?  a. ?????????????????????θ???????????????? 









(5) a. John   opened  the door  with the key. 
     Subject         Object       Prepositional Object: ????(grammatical roles) 
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     AGENTIVE       OBJECTIVE   INSTRUMENTAL     : ???(deep structure cases)   
   b. The key       opened the door. 
     Subject               Object   : ????(grammatical roles) 
     INSTRUMENTAL      OBJECTIVE: ???(deep structure cases) 
 
(5a)? the key ??????????????????????????????












(6) ? AGENT?????: ??????????????????? 
    ? PATIENT??????: ????????????????? 
    ? EXPERIENCER?????: ????????????? 
    ? RECIPIENT?????: ??????????? 
    ? BENEFICIARY?????: ???????????????? 
    ? THEME????: ????????????? 
    ? CAUSE????: ?????????? 
    ? SOURCE????: ?????????????? 
    ? GOAL????: ?????????????? 
    ? LOCATION????: ???????????????????? 
 
? (6)???? 10 ?????????????????????????????????




????Dowty(1991)?????? proto-AGENT ? proto-PATIENT ?????????
(macro roles)?????????????proto-AGENT?????????????????
??????????????????????????????proto-PATIENT ????






AGENT?EXPERIENCER?CAUSE ?? proto-AGENT ??PATIENT?THEME?RECIPIENT?




















(7) a. John                     hit  Tom                    many times.  
? ?  AGENT(or [+volitional] AGENT)? PATIENT (or [+affected] THEME) 
   b. John                    hit   the door                 lightly.  
     AGENT(or [+volitional] AGENT)  THEME (or [-affected] THEME) 
   c. The wind                   hit  the door                 very hard. 
     AGENT (or [-volitional] AGENT)   PATIENT (or [+affected] THEME) 
 
 (7a)???? Tom ???????????????????????????????
???????????????(7b)? the door ???????????????????
??????????????????(7c)? the door ????????????????
???PATIENT?????????????(7a)?? many times?(7c)?? very hard???
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????Tom? the door????????????????????????
??PATIENT ? THEME ??????????????THEME ????????????
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(8) a. John sent a package to his wife.  
                        RECIPIENT(or [+volitional] GOAL) 
   b. John sent a package to his office.  











(9)                            [+volitional] AGENT 
 ? AGENT????? 
                               [-volitional] AGENT = INSTIGATOR 
    ? EXPERIENCER????? 
                               [+affected] THEME =PATIENT 
    ? THEME???? 
                                [-affected] THEME 
    ? CAUSE???? 
    ? SOURCE???? 
                                [+volitional, -affected] GOAL =RECIPIENT 
    ? GOAL????             [+volitional, +affected] GOAL =BENEFICIARY        
                                [-volitional, -affected] GOAL 
                                [+extensional] LOCATION = PATH 
    ? LOCATION???? 












(10) a. Frances  rolled ? ? ? ?   the pencil across the floor. 
      Source of Action = AGENT  Moving Object=THEME 
 
    b. Frances  rolled across the floor.  
      Source of Action & Moving Object = AGENT & THEME 
 
? ?????? Anderson????????????????????????????(10a)
? Frances ????????? AGENT ?????? the pencil????????? THEME
















(12)  ?????????????(Principle of Semantic Role Assignment by Morphological 
Case)? 






????(state verbs)???? THEME??????? 
? ?????????(13)???? 
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(13)  ?????????(Principle of Semantic Role Agreement)? 







(14) a. [NP + Accusative<THEME>]                  [ _____<THEME> + VERB] 
                        
                               AGREEMENT 
    b. [NP + Dative<GOAL>]                       [ NA1<    > + VERB] 
?                                 ? 







(15) a. ??????????? 
      [[?] + ?<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + ??] 
                                          AGREEMENT 
    b. ?????????????? 
      [[??] + ?<LOCATION>]          [ _____<LOCATION> + ??] 





(16) *???????????? 2? 
     [[??] + ?<THEME or LOCATION>]          [ _____<GOAL> + ????] 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?  NO AGREEMENT 
 











(17) a. ?????????? 
    b. ????????????? 
 




(18) [[??] + ?<LOCATION>]          [ NA <     > + ??] 
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2 ???????? 3 ????????? 4 ???????? 5 ???????? 6 ???
???????? 7?????????????????????????????? 
 
2. ??????(Accusative Complements) 
? ???????????-ijg?-g??????????? 3???(1987, 1999)???(2012)
????????????????????? 
 
(21)  ??????????(Principle of Selection of Accusative Suffixes)? 






(22) a. Bi     ödör bür   nom    unš-i-dag.4 
      1SG:N  day every  book-∅???read-EP-HBT5 
      ?????????????<AD>6 
    b. Bi     önöödör  ene nom-ijg    unš-i-na. 
      1SG:N  today   this+book-ACC  read-PRS 




2.1. THEME??(THEME Complements) 
? ???????????? 
 
(23)  a. Ter     ene ažl-ijg    xurdan  xij-sen. 
        3SG:N this+work-ACC quickly  do-PF 
        ??????????????????<K&Ts. 370> 
      b. Či     ene  olon  gutl-ijn-x-aa    ali  neg-ijg  düü-d-ee              ög-ööč! 
        2SG:N this+  many boots-G-EP-REF any one-ACC younger brother-D/L-REF give-IMP 
        ??????????????????????????????????<AD> 
      c. Öčigdr-ijn  ir-sen   oyuutn-ij arvaad-ijg     ni    negdl-ijn     darga  
        yesterday-G come-PF student-G about ten-ACC 3POS cooperarive-G chief:N 
        duud-san. 
        call-PF 




        ?????????? 10???????????????<K&Ts.: 248> 
      d. Ter    namajg    batl-a-n daa-san. 
        3SG:N  1SG:ACC  guarantee(<confirm-EP-ASS insure)7-PF 










(24) a. [[ene ažl] + ijg<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + xij-] 
?                          AGREEMENT       
    b. [[ene olon gutl-ijn-x-aa ali neg] + ijg<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + ög-] 
                                            AGREEMENT        
    c. [[Öčigdr-ijn ir-sen oyuutn-ij arvaad] + ijg<THEME>]         [ _____<THEME> + duud-] 
                                              AGREEMENT         
    d. [namajg]<THEME>          [ _____<THEME> + batlan daa-] 
                     AGREEMENT         
 
? (23a-d)??????? THEME?????????(25a-d)?????????????? 
 
(25) a. *Ter xurdan xij-sen. 
    b. *Či düü-d-ee ög-ööč! 
    c. *Negdl-ijn darga duud-san. 




(26) avax “to take, to buy”; barimtlax “to follow”; bičix “to write”; zalgax “to join, to connect”; 
    unšix “to read”,? xüleex “to wait for”, xarluulax “to reply, to answer”,  esergüücex “to resist, 
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(27) a. Xoyor čono   unt-a-ž      baj-g-aa    xüü-g     xar-žee.   
      two  wolf:N  sleep-EP-ICC be-EP-IMPF boy-ACC  see-PPST 
      ???????????????????????<L: 179> 
    b. Bi    tüünijg ???günee  xündel-deg.  
      1SG:N 3SG:ACC  deeply respect-HBT 
      ????????????????????<K&Ts.: 233> 
    c.  Uridijn cag-t        bol  xen č    edelšgüj   žalgal-ijg  övgön aav      čini 
? ?    once upon a time-D/L TOP anyone:N unenjoyable joy-ACC   old   father:N  2POS 
      odoo edel-ž     baj-na. 
      now  enjoy-ICC be-PRS 
      ????????????????????????????????????<AD> 
    d. Bi       šine žüžigč-d-ijd  ix   l   sonirx-o-v. 
       1SG:N  new actor-PL-ACC very just  be interested in –EP-PST 







(28) a. [[unt-a-ž baj-g-aa xüü] + g<THEME>]           [ _____<THEME> + xar-] 
                                    AGREEMENT         
    b. [tüünijg]<THEME>           [ _____<THEME> + xündel-] 
                               AGREEMENT        
    c. [[Uridijn cag-t bol xen č edelšgüj žalgal] + ijg<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + edel-] 
                                                    AGREEMENT         
    d. [[šine žüžigč-d] + ijg<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + sonirx-] 
                               AGREEMENT         
 
? (27a-d)??????? THEME?????????(29a-d)?????????????? 
 
(29) a. * Xoyor čono xar-žee. 
    b. *Bi günee  xündel-deg. 
    c. * Övgön aav čini odoo edel-ž baj-na. 
    d. *Bi ix l sonirx-o-v. 
 




? ??????? THEME????????????(30)???? 
 
(30) zövšööröx “to agree with, to approve”, xajrlax “to love”, dursax “to remember”, sanax “to think 
of”,? godmdoox “to annoy” etc. 
 
????(state verbs)? ezlex ”to occupy, to take over”????????? 
 
(31) Manaj  garg-ijn  xuuraj gazr-ijn  5,3 xuvi    buyuu 7 saya    garuj      am dörvölžin  
    1PL:G  planet-G  dry   place-G     percent  or     million  more than  a square 
    kilometr  talbaj-g     els   ezel-deg. 
    kilometer  area-ACC  sand  occupy-HBT 





(32) [[???7 saya garuj am dörvölžin kilometr talbaj] + g<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + ezel-] 
                                                      AGREEMENT 
?  
    (31)???????????????????????????????????? 
 
(33) *Els ezel-deg. 
2.2. GOAL??(GOAL Complements) 
? ???????? THEME????????????????????????????
?????????????? THEME???? GOAL???? 
 
(34) a Či     ene šoroo-g    usl-aaraj. 
      2SG:N this+ soil-ACC  water-OPT 
      ???????????????????<AD> 
    b. Bi     čamajg   xeden   udaa  utasd-san. 
      1SG:N 2SG:ACC  several  times  phone-PF 
      ??????????????????<AD> 
 
? (34a)??? usl-????????(34b)? utasd-???????? THEME ???????
????????????????????THEME?????????? GOAL????
???????????? 
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(35) a. Xubcas ugaax gazar  xuvcas xunar-ijg  cagaan bol-g-o-v. 
       laundry:N         clothing-ACC    white  become-CST-EP-PST   
      ???????????????????<AD> 
    b. Bid    tüünijg    tend  yav-uul-san. 
      1PL:N  3SG:ACC  there go-CST-PF   








(36) a. [[xucas xunar] + ijg<GOAL/THEME>]          [ _____<GOAL/THEME> + cagaan bolg-] 
                                AGREEMENT            
    b. [tüünijg<GOAL/AGENT>]          [ _____<GOAL/AGENT> + yav-uul-] 
                         AGREEMENT           
 
? ????????????< A / B>????????????????????????
????????????????????? 
 
(37) a. * Xubcas ugaax gazar cagaan bol-g-o-v. 
    b. *Bid tend yav-uul-san. 
 
(34a, b)????????? THEME ????????? (38a, b)?????????
THEME????????????? 
 
(38) a. [[us]-ijg<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + usl<THEME>-]     # us “water” [noun]  
      *us-ijg     uslax “to put water” 
       water-ACC 
    b. [[uts] + ijg<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + utasd<THEME>-] # utas “telephone” [noun] 




      *uts-ijg      utasdax “to call on the phone” 








????????????             
 
(39) a. [[ene šoroo] + g<GOAL>]          [ _____<GOAL> + usl<THEME>-] 
                           AGREEMENT        
? ? b. [[čamajg<GOAL>]          [ _____<GOAL> + utasd<THEME>-] 





(40) a. ?Či usl-aaraj! 







(41) a. 1993 on-d    Mongol  Uls-ijn  Yörönxijlögč  namajg   <<Altan gadas>> 
          year-D/L Mongolia State-G  President:N   1SG:ACC   Pole Star 
      odon-g-oor  šagn-a-san. 
      star-EP-INS  award-EP-PF 
      ?1993????????????????????????????????<AD> 
    b. Bagš     bidnijg  mongol   xel-n-d8      sajn  surg-a-ž    baj-na. 
      teacher:N 1PL:ACC Mongolian language-n-D/L well study-EP-ICC be-PRS 
      ????????????????????????????<K&Ts: 120> 
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(42) a.? 1993 on-d Mongol Uls-ijn Yörönxijlögč <<Altan gadas>> odon-g-oor šagn-a-san. 
    b. *1993 on-d Mongol Uls-ijn Yörönxijlögč namajg šagn-a-san. 
 
(43) a. Bagš mongol xel-n-d sajn surg-a-ž baj-na. 
    b. ?Bagš bidnijg sajn surg-a-ž baj-na.  










(44)  ????????????(Hierarchy of Complements in terms of Obligatoriness)? 
            More obligatory              ?              Less obligatory       





(45) a. [namaig<GOAL>] [[<<Altan gadas>> odon-g] + oor<THEME>]9      
     ?       AGREEMENT          
[ _____<GOAL>_____<THEME> + šagn-]  
    b. [bidnijg<GOAL>]               [mongol xel-n-d<THEME>] 
                   ?        AGREEMENT       




?????? 10?  








3. ???????(Dative-Locative Complements) 
 ? ?????????????? 6????????????? 
 
(46) a. Bagš     oyuutan-d  angli xel  zaa-dag.? ?  ?GOAL: [+volitional] GOAL = Recipient? 
      teacher:N student-D/L  English:∅?teach-HBT 
    ??????????????????<AD> 
    b. Dorž    surguuli-d  togl-o-ž    baj-na.   ?LOCATION? 
      Dorž:N  school-D/L play-EP-ICC be-PRS 
      ????????????????<AD> 
    c. Ene  xičeel   8 cag-t    exel-deg.   ?TIME? 
      this+ lesson:N   hour-D/L begin-HBT 
      ?????? 8?????????<AD> 
    d. Muur noxoj-d  bari-gd-a-v.   ?AGENT? 
      cat:N dog-D/L  catch-PSV-EP-PST 
      ??????????????<AD> 
    e. Xüüxd-üüd  kino-n-d    yav-san.   ?PURPOSE? 
      child-PL:N  movie-n:D/L go-PF 
      ????????????????<?? 1989: 37> 
? ? f. Bid   nar ger-eer-ee     tand    ix  bayarl-a-ž        baj-g-aa    šüü.? ?REASON? 
      1PL:N PL house-INS-REF 2SG:D/L very appreciate-EP-ICC be-EP-IMPF CNF 







3.1.  GOAL?? (GOAL Complements) 
? ???????????? 
 
(47) a. Tanaj   angi-d   2 oyuutan  xičeel-d-ee     beltg-e-ž         baj-na. 
      1SG:G  class-D/L  student:N lesson-D/L-REF prepare for-EP-ICC be-PRS 
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      ???????????????????????????????????
<AD> 
    b. Manaj  uls       xar tamxi, mansuuruul-a-x  bodis-ijn   delxij-n  gurvan 
      1PL:G  country:N  opium:∅  stupefy-EP-NPS substance-G world-G  three+ 
      konvenc-i-d       negd-sen. 
      convention-EP-D/L join-PF 
      ?????????????????????????????<ZM 2001.6.18> 
    c. Bi     čamd    tusl-a-ya! 
      1SG:N  2SG:D/L help-VLNT 
      ??????????????????<K&Ts.: 376> 
    d. Bi     xičeel  deer  bagš-ijn-x11-aa    asuult-a-n-d         büren 
      1SG:N  lesson  on   teacher-G-x-REF  question-EP-n-D/L  completely 
      xarjuul-ž    čad-aa-güj. 
      answer-ICC  can-IMPF-NEG 








(48) a. [[xičeel] + d<GOAL> + ee]          [ _____<GOAL> + beltg-] 
                         AGREEMENT            
 
    b. [[xar tamxi,mansuuruul-a-x bodis-ijn delxij-n gurvan konvenc-i] + d<GOAL>] 
                                                           AGREEMENT 
                                   [ _____<GOAL> + negd-]    
    c. [[čamd<GOAL>]          [ _____<GOAL> + tusl-] 
                     AGREEMENT       
    d. [[bagš-ijn-x-aa asuult-a-n] + d<GOAL>]          [ _____<GOAL> + xarjuul-] 
                                       AGREEMENT        
 
  (47a-d)?????????? GOAL????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? 
 
(49) a. *Tanaj angi-d 2 oyuutan beltg-e-ž baj-na. 




    b. *Manaj uls negd-sen. 
    c. *Bi tusl-a-ya! 




(50) a. Bi     xüüxen-d     ni    durl-a-ž      baj-na. 
      1SG:N  daughter-D/L 3POS  love-EP-ICC  be-PRS 
      ???????????????<AD> 
 b. Dorž   möngö-n-d   šun-a-dag. 
      Dorž:N money-n-D/L  crave-EP-HBT 
      ?????????????????<AD> 
    c. Bi    tüünij  xurim-a-n-d      oč-i-ž   čad-a-x-güj-d-ee 
      1SG:N 3SG:G wedding-EP-n-D/L  go-ICC can-EP-NPS-NEG-D/L-REF 
      xarams-a-ž        baj-na. 
? ? ? be sorry for-EP-ICC be-PRS 
      ????????????????????????????<Baatarsukh 2009: 79> 
    d. Delxij üzsgelen temceen-d      türüül-sen xün-ijg      olimpijn avarga-taj 
      world exhibition competition-D/L win-PF   person-ACC  Olimpic champion-CMT 
      adiltg-a-n       üz-deg  bol  uls-ijn-x-aa      ner-ijg    delxij-d   garg-a-ž 
      compare-EP-ASS see-HBT CND country-G-x-REF name-ACC world-D/L take out-EP-ICC 
      baj-x-a-d      manajd  ogt      too-dog-güj. 
      be-NPS-EP-D/L 1PL:D/L absolutely pay attention to-HBT-NEG 
      ??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? 






(51) a. [[xüüxen] + d<GOAL>]          [ _____<GOAL> + durl-] 
                         AGREEMENT        
    b. [[möngö-n] + d<GOAL>]          [ _____<GOAL> šun-] 
                          AGREEMENT        
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    c. [[tüünij xurim-a-n-d oč-i-ž čad-a-x-güj] + d<GOAL> + ee]     [ _____<GOAL> + xarams-] 
                                                  AGREEMENT      
    d. [[uls-ijn-x-aa ner-ijg delxij-d garg-a-ž baj-x-a] + d<GOAL>]     [ _____<GOAL> + too-] 




(52) a. *Bi durl-a-ž baj-na. 
    b. * Dorž šun-a-dag. 
    c. *Bi xarams-a-ž baj-na. 
    d. * Delxij üzsgelen temceen-d türüül-sen xün-ijg olimpijn avarga-taj adiltg-a-n üz-deg bol 




(53) tomilox “to appoint”, ataarxax “to envy”, anxaarax “to pay attention to”, itgex “to believe”, 





(54) a. Bi     üünijg    öör-t-öö     av-san. 
      1SG:N  this:ACC self-D/L-REF buy-PF 
      ?????????????????????<K&Ts.: 263> 
    b. Bi     čamajg    bagš-i-d        xel-ne    šüü. 
      1SG:N  2SG:ACC  teacher-EP-D/L  say-PRS  CNF 
      ?????????????????????<K&Ts.: 335> 
    c. Bi     tand     saad       xij-ž    baj-na  uu ? 
      1SG:N  2SG:D/L hinderance:∅?do-ICC be-PRS  Q 
                      saad xij- = obstruct 
      ??????????????????<K&Ts: 136> 
 
? (54a-c)????????????????????????????????????









(55) a. [üünijg<THEME>]   [[öör] + t<GOAL> + öö]     [ _____<THEME> av-] 
                                     AGREEMENT       
                                                    
                                                 ? 
 
    b. [čamajg<THEME>]   [[bagš-i] + d<GOAL>]     [ _____<THEME> + xel-] 
                                       AGREEMENT      
 
                                                ? 
    c. [tand<GOAL>]    [saad<THEME>]     [ _____<THEME> + xij-] 
                                AGREEMENT      
                                                  
                            ? 
 
? ???????????? THEME???????? GOAL?????????????
???????????? 
 
(56) a. Bi üünijg av-san.? ?    ????????????? 
    b. Bi čamajg xel-ne šüü.?   ?????????????????? 
    c. Bi saad xij-ž baj-na uu ?? ????????????? 
 
(57) a. *Bi öör-t-öö av-san. 
    b. ?Bi bagš-i-d xel-ne šüü. 
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(59)  [čamajg<THEME>]   [[bagš-i] + d<GOAL>]     [ _____<THEME> _____<GOAL> + xel-] 
 
                    AGREEMENT                                       





(60) buruugaa xüleex “to admit one’s fault”, yarix “to talk”, šilžix “to shift to”, argagüj “inevitable”, 
    tustaj “useful”, yavax “to go”, etc. 
3.2.  LOCATION?? (LOCATION Complements) 
? ??????????????? 
 
(61) a. Donoj   neg udaa  uul-a-n-d          abir-čee. 
      Donoj:N one time   mountain-EP-n-D/L climb-PPST 
      ????????????????<AD> 
    b. Eež      bos-ood     galijn öröö-n-d  or-o-v. 
      mother:N  get up-PCC  kitchen-n-D/L   enter-EP-PST 
      ?????????????????? 
    c. Bid    üdees ugagš  nomijn san-d  oč-son. 
      1PL:N  morning     library-D/L   go to-PF 
      ???????????????????<AD> 
    d. Či     margaaš   xural-d      suu-g-aaraj. 
      2SG:N  tomorrow  meeting-D/L attend-OPT 




(62) a. [[uul-a-n] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + abir-] 
                          AGREEMENT      
 
    b. [[galijn öröö-n] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + or-] 
                              AGREEMENT       
 
    
 




 ? c. [[nomijn san] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + oč-] 
 
                          AGREEMENT 
 
   d. [[xural] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + suu-] 
                        AGREEMENT 




(63) a. *Donoj neg udaa abir-čee.  
    b. * Eež bos-ood or-o-v.                                      
    c. * Bid üdees ugagš oč-son. 




(64) a. Bi    öngör-sön zun-aas      Mongol-d     amidar-č   baj-na. 
      1SG:N pass-PF   summer-ABL Mongolia-D/L  live in-ICC be-PRS 
      ???????????????????????<AD> 
    b. Manajd  daxjaad   xoyor xün     l   bagt-a-na. 
      1PL:D/L  once more two  person:N just  be contained in-EP-PRS 
      ???????????????????????<CD: 30> 
    c. Nijgm-ijn orčin        gadaad-ijn sanxüü-g-ijn bajguullag-a-d     toxir-č  
      society-G environment:N foreign-G finance-EP-G organization-EP-D/L be suitable-ICC 
      baj-na. 
      be-PRS 
      ???????????????????????<AD> 
 
(65) a. [[Mongol] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + amidar-]  
                         AGREEMENT 
                                   
    b. [Manajd<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + bagt-] 
                     AGREEMENT 
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    c. [[gadaad-ijn sanxüü-g-ijn bajguullag-a] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + toxir-] 
                                                 AGREEMENT 
 
(66) a. * Bi öngör-sön zun-aas amidar-č baj-na. 
    b. * Daxjaad xoyor xün l bagt-a-na. 




(67) orolcox “to participate in”, tavix “to put”, unax “to fall”, yavax “to go”, suux “to live”,  






(68) a. Ev najramdal ge-sen  üg      büx-n-ij zürx-e-n-d     tus-san. 
      friendship   say-PF  word:N  all-n-G heart-EP-n-D/L  hit upon-PF 
      ??????????????????????????<MX5: 67> 
    b. Enxmaa   conx-oor-oo     širt-seer    širt-seer    bodol  sanaa-n-d-aa 
      Enxmaa:N window-INS-REF stare at-CNT stare at-CNT thought thought-n-D/L-REF 
      umb-a-v. 
      wallow in-EP-PST 
      ????????????????????????????????? 
      <Baatarsukh 2009: 79> 
 





(69) a. [[büx-n-ij zürx-e-n] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + tus-] 
                                  AGREEMENT 
 
     b. [[bodol sanaa-n] + d<LOCATION> + aa]     [ _____<LOCATION> + umb-] 
                                 AGREEMENT 
                                           






(70) a. * Ev najramdal ge-sen üg tus-san. 




(71) a. Bidnij  üje-ijn   xümüüs  ažil-d-aa     garš-i-x               yum  daa. 
      1PL:G  period-G people:N work-D/L-REF get familiar with-EP-NPS ASR  CNF 
      ????????????????????????????<AD> 
    b. Mongol-čuud  mori-n-d    garguu. 
      Mongolian-PL  horse-n-D/L excellent 
      ????????????????????????????<K&Ts.:85> 
    c. Bi    süü-tej    caj-n-d   durtaj. 
      1SG:N milk-CMT tea-n-D/L  fond of 
      ??????????????<AD> 
    d. Ter   möngö-n-d   ürelgen. 
      3SG:N money-n-D/L spendthrift, wasteful 
     ????????????<AD> 
 
  (71b-d)??????????????????????????????????????? 
 
(72) a. [[ažil] + d<LOCATION> + aa]     [ _____<LOCATION> + garš-] 
                        AGREEMENT 
 
    b. [[mori-n] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION>  + garguu] 
                         AGREEMENT 
 
    c. [[süü-tej caj-n] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + durtaj] 
                               AGREEMENT 
 
    d. [[möngö-n] + d<LOCATION>]     [ _____<LOCATION> + ürelgen] 
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(73) a. * Bidnij üje-ijn xümüüs garš-i-x yum daa. 
    b. * Mongol-čuud garguu. 
    c. *Bi durtaj. 
    d. *Ter ürelgen. 
 
  ?????????????????????????????????? 
 
(74) muu “picky”, sajn “good at”, xajrtaj “fond of”, xamaagüj “having nothing to do with”, 
    toxiromžtoj “appropriate”, toxiromžgüj “inappropriate”,  xeregtej “necessary”, etc. 





(75) a. Mön    aduu,         üxer,    temee-g   bogin-ijn teever,  
      the same a herd of horses ox&cow camel-ACC short-G  transportation 
      unalg-a-d                 xeregl-e-ne. 
      means of conveyance-EP-D/L use-EP-PRS 
      ?????????????????????????????????<U: 44> 
    b. Bor   deed surguuli-d or-sn-ij-x-oo      dursgal-d     gualag  cagaaxan xos  mod 
      Bor:N   college-D/L  enter-PF-G-x-REF  memory-D/L beautiful  whitish birch tree:ø 
      zarjuul-a-n     tari-san. 
      devote-EP-ASS plant-PF 
      ??????????????????????????????????????lit.
??????????<MX5: 143> 
    c. Xövgüün-ijg amžilttaj    sur-san-d    professor   xarjuu talarxal   ilerxijl-e-v. 
      son-ACC    successfully study-PF-D/L professor:N reply:ø gratitude:ø express-EP-PST 
      ???????????????????????????????????<AD> 
 




(76) a. ? Mön aduu, üxer, temee-g xeregl-e-ne. 
    b. ?Bor gualag cagaaxan xos mod zarjuul-a-n tari-san. 
    c. ? Professor xarjuu talarxal ilerxijl-e-v. 
 








(77) a. * Bogin-ijn teever, unalg-a-d xeregl-e-ne. 
    b. * Bor deed surguuli-d or-sn-ij-x-oo dursgal-d zarjuul-a-n tari-san. 






(78) a. [[Mön aduu, üxer, temee] + g<THEME>]     [[bogin-ijn teever, unalg-a] + d<PURPOSE>] 
                                    AGREEMENT 
                    [ _____<THEME>  _____<PURPOSE> + xeregl-] 
    b. [[deed surguuli-d or-sn-ij-x-oo dursgal-d<REASON>]     [[gualag cagaaxan xos mod<THEME>] 
 
                    [ _____<REASON>  _____<THEME> + zarjuul-] 
    c. [[Xövgüün-ijg amžilttaj sur-san] + d<REASON>]     [xarjuu talarxal<THEME>] 
                                        AGREEMENT 
                    [ _____<REASON>  _____<THEME> + irelxij-] 
 





(79) a. Sajxan   zövlölgöö ög-sön-d   bi     ix  bayarl-a-laa. 
      wonderful advice:ø give-PF-D/L 1SG:N very be glad-EP-RPST 
      ????????????????????????????????<AD> 
    b. Bi    ažil-d-aa      yadar-san. 
      1SG:N work-D/L-REF be tired-PF 
      ????????????????<AD> 
   c. Ter    xezeed  üünd   belen baj-dag. 
     3SG:N  always this:D/L  ready be-HBT 
     ?????????????????????<K&Ts.: 239> 
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(80) a. Bi ix bayarl-a-laa.? ? ? ? ??????????/???????? 
    b. Bi yadar-san.? ? ? ? ? ? ?????????? 





(81) a. [[Sajxan zövlölgöö ög-sön] + d<REASON>]          [  NA  + bayarl-]  
 
                                             ? 
? ? b. [[ažil] + d<CAUSE> + aa]          [  NA  + yadar-] 
 
                               ? 
? ? c. [üünd<PURPOSE>]          [  NA  + belen] 
 
                             ? 
 
  TIME ?????????????????????????????????????
????????? 
 
(82) Dorž,  Bugat-ijn  övölžöön      deer nar   šing-e-x-ijn  üje-d   xür-čee. 
    Dorž:N Bugat-G  winter camp site  on sun:N set-EP-NPS-G time-D/L reach-PPST 
    ?????????????????????????????<MX5: 124> 
 
? (82)???? TIME ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????(83)?????????????????? 
 
(83) Dorž, Bugat-ijn övölžöön deer xür-čee. 
? ? ????????????????????? 
 
(84) [[nar šing-e-x-ijn üje] + d<TIME>]          [  NA  + xür-] 
 
                                      ?    







??????????????????GOAL ? LOCATION ?????????????
??????????????? 
   
4. ?????? (Ablative Complements) 
? ???????????-aas[4]??????????????? 12? 
 
(85) a. Xičeel   najman cag-aas    exel-deg.? ?SOURCE? 
      lesson:N eight+  hour-ABL begin-HBT 
      ???? 8?????????? 
    b. Dorž?  ažl-aas   berxšee-ž         baj-na.? ?CAUSE/REASON? 
      Dorž:N work-ABL be embarrassed-ICC be-PRS 
      ????????????????<AD> 
    c. Dorž   nadaas  xoyor düü.? ?REFERENCE? 
      Dorž:N 1SG:ABL two  younger brother 
      ???????? 2???????<?? 1989: 61> 
    d. Ene  xool-n-oos  zoogl-ooroj.? ?PARTITIVE THEME? 
      this+ meal-n-ABL have a meal-OPT 





4.1. THEME?? (THEME Complements) 
? ????????????????? 
 
(86) a. Alivaa asuudl-ijg    uridčil-a-n          xar-ž   toocool-ž   arga  xemžee 
      any   problem-ACC do in advance-EP-ASS see-ICC account-ICC way:ø method:ø 
      av-a-x      ni   učir-č          bol-o-x       ayuul gamšg-aas  
      take-EP-NPS 3POS come across-ICC occur-EP-NPS  disaster-ABL   
      sergijl-e-x      gol  arga  šüü  dee. 
      prevent-EP-NPS main way:ø CNF  CNF 
      ???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????<AD> 
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b. Xišgee  xüüxen  duu alg-a-ž    Zorig-ijn  gar-aas    šüür-e-v. 
   Xišgee  girl:N   screem-EP-ICC Zorig-G  hand-ABL  grab-EP-PST 
       ???????????????????????????????<AD> 
    c. Bi    ajl-ijn ger-ees      bari-lc-aad ir-lee. 
      1SG:N a group of tents-ABL build-COOP-PF 
      ????????????????????????????? 
<?? 2007: 172> 
 





(87) a. Bürged   ter   šuvuuxaj-g šüür-e-v. 
      eagle:N   that+ bird-ACC  snatch-EP-PST 
     ????????????????????<AD> 
    b. Bi    ter   ger-ijg  bari-lc-san. 
      1SG:N that+ tent-ACC build-COOP-PF 





(88) a. [[učir-č bol-o-x ayuul gamšg] + aas<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + sergil-] 
                                          AGREEMENT 
 
    b. [[Zorig-ijn gar] + aas<PARTITIVE THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + šüür-] 
                                     AGREEMENT 
 
    c. [[ajl-ijn ger] + ees<PARTITIVE THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + bari-lc-] 
                                    AGREEMENT 
 
? (88a)??????????????? THEME ? PARTITIVE ?????????








(89) a. *Alivaa asuudl-ijg uridčil-a-n xar-ž toocool-ž arga xemžee sergijl-e-x gol  arga  šüü  
dee. 
    b. * Xišgee xüüxen duu alg-a-ž šüür-e-v. 




(90) Oxin      ni   öglöö   ert  ser-sen-güj,     xičeel-ees-ee     xožimd-o-x 
    daughter:N 3POS morning early wake up-PF-NEG lesson-ABL-REF be late-EP-NPS 
    šax-žee. 
? ? be almost about to-PPST 
    ???????????????????????????????<AD> 
 
? ?????? THEME ???????????????????? THEME ???
????????????????????? 
 
(91) [[xičeel] + ees<THEME> + ee]          [ _____<THEME> + xožimd-] 
                        AGREEMENT 
 
? ??????????????(cooperative action suffix)?-lc-?????????
??????? 
 





? PARTITIVE THEME??????????? 




(93) a. Bi     xar zud-aas                   sürd-e-ž        baj-na. 
      1SG:N severe snowless cold weather-ABL be afraid-EP-ICC be-PRS 
      ??????????????<AD> 
    b. Ter     ta nar-aas    ič-deg. 
      3SG:N  2SG-PL-ABL  be embarrassed-HBT 
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      ???????????????????<K&Ts.: 260> 
    c. Burxan-ij üg-ijg     xuurmagl-a-ž   damžuulagč-d-aas  bolgoomžil. 
      God-G   word-ACC deceive-EP-ICC transmitter-PL-ABL pay attention (not to):øIMP 
      ????????????????????????<Bible: 14> 
 
(94) a. [[xar zud] + aas<CAUSE>]          [ _____<CAUSE> + sürd-] 
                           AGREEMENT 
    b. [[ta nar] + aas<CAUSE>]          [ _____<CAUSE> + ič-] 
                         AGREEMENT 
    c. [[Burxan-ij üg-ijg     xuurmagl-a-ž   damžuulagč-d] + aas<CAUSE>] 
                                                          AGREEMENT 







(95) a. *Bi sürd-e-ž baj-na. 
    b. *Ter ič-deg. 




(96) zovox “to suffer, to worry”, zevüücex “to shudder at, to be disgusted with”, tatgalzax 
    “to refuse”, ujdax “to get tired of”, uurlax “to be angry at”, ajx “to be afraid of”, 
    emeex “to fear”, berxšeex “to consider difficult”, xamgaalax “to protect”, etc. 
4.3. SOURCE?? (SOURCE Complements) 
? ???????????????? SOURCE ??????????SOURCE ??
??????????????????????????????????? 
 
(97) a. Ter   avtobus-n-aas buu-laa. 
      3SG:N bus-n-ABL   get off-RPST 
      ??????????????<AD> 
    b. Düü            ger-ees   gar-laa. 
      younger brother:N house-ABL go out-RPST 
      ??????????? 




    c. Delgerengüj anket          bol olon  asuult-aas    bürd-e-ne. 
      detailed     questionnaire:N TOP many question-ABL consist of-EP-PRS 
      ?????????????????????????????<AD> 
    d. Manaj angi-ijn oyuutn-aas  2 xün     dutuu   baj-na. 
      1PL:G class-G student-ABL  person:N short of  be-PRS 
      ????????????????????????<AD> 
 
  (97a, b)???????(97c)???????(97d)???????????????
?????????????? 
 
(98) a. [[avtobus-n] + aa<SOURCE>]          [ _____<SOURCE> + buu-] 
                            AGREEMENT 
    b. [[ger] + ees<SOURCE>]          [ _____<SOURCE> + gar-] 
                       AGREEMENT 
    c. [[olon asuult] + aas<SOURCE>]          [ _____<SOURCE> + bürd-] 
                               AGREEMENT 
                           
    d. [[Manaj angi-ijn oyuutn] + aas<SOURCE>]          [ _____<SOURCE> + dutuu] 
                                         AGREEMENT 
 
   SOURCE ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 
 
(99) a. *Ter buu-laa. 
    b. * Düü gar-laa. 
    c. * Delgerengüj anket bol bürd-e-ne. 
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(101) a. Bi    zav-ijg   tatal-saar          us-n-aas     garg-a-v. 
       1SG:N boat-ACC pull repeatedly-CNT water-n-ABL cause to get out-EP-PST 
       ??????????????????????????<K&Ts.: 135> 
     b. Bi    najz-aas-aa     möngö   zeel-e-v. 
       1SG:N friend-ABL-REF money:ø  loan-EP-PST 
       ?????????????????<K&Ts.: 92> 
     c. Bid   udam surd-aas ni   üünijg   tani-dag. 
       1PL:N lineage-ABL  3POS this:ACC know-HBT 
       ?????????????????????????<YA: 29> 
     d. Zarim  törl-ijn aalz    neg ex-ees      tör-dög. 
       several baby-G spider:N one mother-ABL be born-HBT 




(102) a. Bi zav-ijg tatal-saar garg-a-v. 
       ????????????????????? 
     b. Bi möngö zeel-e-v. 
       ????????????? 
     c. Bid üünijg tani-dag. 
       ?????????????????? 
     d. Zarim törl-ijn aalz tör-dög. 





(103) a. *Bi tatal-saar us-n-aas garg-a-v. 
     b. * Bi najz-aas-aa zeel-e-v. 
     c. * Bid udam surd-aas ni tani-dag. 
 










(104) a. [[zav] + ijg<THEME>]     [[us-n] + aas<SOURCE>]     [ _____<THEME> + garg-] 
                            AGREEMENT 
                                                  ? 
     b. [[najz] + aas<SOURCE> + aa]     [möngö<THEME>]     [ _____<THEME> + zeel-] 
                                               AGREEMENT 
                                       ? 
     c. [[udam surd] + aas<SOURCE>]     [üünijg<THEME>]     [ _____<THEME> + tani-] 
                                                AGREEMENT 
                                         ? 
     d. [[neg ex] + ees<SOURCE>]          [  NA  + tör-] 
   
                                     ? 
 
  ????? THEME ?????????? SOURCE ???????????(105)
?????????? 
 
(105) avax “to take”, avrax “to save”, idex “to eat”, olox “to find (out)”, ögöx “to give”, etc. 
 
? ??????exlex “to begin”?????? 








(107) a. Bold   gancxan negxen  onoo-g-oor   Baatar-aas  dut-a-v. 
       Bold:N only    one-DIM point-EP-INS Baatar-ABL be short-EP-PST 
       ????????????????????????????<K&Ts.: 250> 
b. Ažil-taj   učr-aas    yav-a-x-aas     argagüj     ee. 
       work-CMT reason-ABL go-EP-NPS-ABL unavoidable CNF 
       ????????????????????<T: 24> 
     c. Bat   üünijg   olon unš-san  boloxoor nadaas   ilüü    med-e-ž      baj-na. 
       Bat:N this:ACC many read-PF  because 1SG:ABL more than know-EP-ICC be-PRS 
       ?????????????????????????????<AD> 
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     d. German xel       Mongol   xel-n-ees       ix  yalgaataj. 
       German language:N Mongolian language-n-ABL very different 
       ???????????????????????<AD> 
 




(108) a. ? Bold gancxan negxen onoo-g-oor dut-a-v. 
     b. ? Ažil-taj učr-aas argagüj ee. 
     c. ? Bat üünijg olon unš-san boloxoor ilüü med-e-ž baj-na. 






(109) a. [[Baatar] + aas<REFERENCE>]          [ _____<REFERENCE> + dut-] 
                              AGREEMENT 
     b. [[yav-a-x] + aas<REFERENCE>]          [ _____<REFERENCE> + argagüj] 
                              AGREEMENT 
     c. [nadaas<REFERENCE>]          [ _____<REFERENCE> + ilüü] 
                         AGREEMENT 
     d. [[Mongol xel-n-] + ees<REFERENCE>]          [ _____<REFERENCE> + yalgaataj] 





?????????????????????   
 
(110) a. Minij  öröö   činij   öröö-n-öös  tom. 
       1SG:G room:N 2SG:G room-n-ABL  big 
       ???????????????????<K&Ts.: 92> 
     b. Bömbör bömbög-n-öös xüčtej. 
       drum:N ball-n-ABL    powerful 
       ??????????????<MX5: 165> 




     c. Ta     nadaas    nastaj. 
       2SG:N  1SG:ABL  old 






(111) a. Minij öröö tom. 
       ??????????? 
     b. Bömbör xüčtej. 
       ????????? 
     c. Ta nastaj. 








(112) a. [[činij öröö-n] + öös<REFERENCE>]          [  NA  + tom] 
                                      ?                                     
     b. [[bömbög-n] + öös<REFERENCE>]          [  NA  + xüčtej] 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
     c. [[nadaas<REFERENCE>]          [  NA  + nastaj] 




4.5. GOAL?? (GOAL Complements) 
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(113) a. Arga    yad-aad            bi     tanaas   möngö  guj-ž   baj-na. 
       method:ø be hardly able to-PCC 1SG:N 2SG:ABL money:ø ask-ICC be-PRS 
       ???????????????????????????????<T: 24> 
     b. Bi     bagš-aas    xičeel   asuu-san. 
       1SG:N  teacher-ABL lesson:ø ask-PF 
       ???????????????????<AD> 
 
  (113a, b)?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 
 
(114) a. Arga yad-aad bi möngö guj-ž baj-na.  
       ??????????????????????????? 
     b. Bi xičeel asuu-san. 




(115) a. ?Arga yad-aad bi tanaas guj-ž baj-na. 
       ???????????????????????????? 
     b. ? Bi bagš-aas asuu-san. 




(116) a. *Arga yad-aad bi guj-ž baj-na. 







(117) a. [tanaas<GOAL>]     [möngö<THEME>]     [( _____<GOAL>)  _____<THEME> + guj-] 
                                    AGREEMENT 
 
      
 




b. [[bagš] + aas<GOAL>]          [xičeel<THEME>]     
                        AGREEMENT 
 [ (_____<GOAL>)  _____<THEME> + asuu-] 
     












(118) [ [NP] + -aas</SOURCE>]          [( _____<SOURCE>)  _____<THEME> + guj-/asuu-] 







5. ?????? (Instrumental Complements) 




(119) a. Ene  uul       an amitn-aar     elbeg.     ?THEME? 
       this+ mountain:N game animal-INS abundant 
       ????????????????<L: 206> 
     b. Bat   öng-ijn xarandaa-g-aar zurag   zur-a-v.     ?INSTRUMENT? 
       Bat:N color-G pencil-EP-INS picture:ø draw-EP-PST 
       ????????????????? 
     c. Oj-d     baj-g-aa    zam-aar  neg mori-toj   xün     yav-ž  baj-na.  
       forest-D/L be-EP-IMPF road-INS one horse-CMT person:N go-ICC be-PRS 
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       ?LOCATION: [+extensional] LOCATION = PATH? 
       ??????????????????????????<?? 2002: 119> 
     d. Ter    mongol   xel-n-ij     bagš-aar   arvan žil  ažill-a-v.  ?STATUS? 
       3SG:N Mongolian language-n-G teacher-INS ten+ year work-EP-PST 
       ?????????????? 10??????????<Street 1962: 218> 
     e. Oroj-g-oor     surguuli  deer neg üdešleg-tej.  ?TIME? 
       evening-EP-INS school:ø  on  one party-CMT 






5.1. THEME?? (THEME Complements) 
? ??????? THEME??????????????? 
 
(120) a. Ter    xöl bömbög-öör xičeell-e-sen.   
       3SG:N  soccer-INS   study in class-EP-PF 
       ??????????????????<Baatarsukh 2009: 167> 
     b. Bid   šalgalt-aa  margaaš  ög-ö-x-öör       bol-o-v. 
       1PL:N exam-REF tomorrow  give-EP-NPS-INS become-EP-PST 
       ????????????????????????<AD> 
     c. Zandan   xüü-g-eer-ee    baxarx-dag. 
       Zandan:N son-EP-INS-REF be proud of-HBT 
       (?????????????????????)? <Baatarsukh 2009: 57> 
     d.Ene  xün-ij   amidral eldev  sonin     yavdl-aar  düüren. 
       this+ person-G life:N  various interesting event-INS  full 






(121) a. [[xöl bömbög] + öör<THEME>]          [ _____<THEME> + xičeell-] 
                                AGREEMENT 
      
 




b. [[šalgalt-aa margaaš ög-ö-x] + öör<THEME>]      [ _____<THEME> + bol-] 
                                          AGREEMENT 
     c. [[xüü-g] + eer<THEME> + ee]          [ _____<THEME> + baxarx-] 
                          AGREEMENT                
     
d. [[eldev sonin yavdl] + aar<THEME>]           [ _____<THEME> + düüren] 





(122) a. *Ter xičeell-e-sen. 
     b. *Bid bol-o-v. 
     c. *Zandan baxarx-dag. 




(123) šagnax “to award”, šijdex “to decide”, bayan “rich”, ix “much”, xovor “rare, scarce”,  
     etc. 
5.2. INSTRUMENT/MANNER?? (INSTRUMENT/MANNER Complements) 
? ????????????????? INSTRUMENT ???? MANNER ????
????????????????????????????? 
 
(123) Bi    can-aar  galg-a-x     durtaj. 
     1SG:N ski-INS  slide-EP-NPS fond of 
     ?????????????????<AD> 
 
(124) [[can] + aar<INSTRUMENT>]          [ _____<INSTRUMENT> + galg-] 
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(124) a. Mužaan xün yuu-g-aar    tasgaaltaj tavjoor   xij-deg    ve? 
       carpenter:N what-EP-INS  a set of shelves:ø  make-HBT  Q 
       ????????????????????<AD> 
     b. Cerg-üüd    xori   xorin  egnee-g-eer  žags-žee. 
       soldier-PL:N twenty twenty+ row-EP-INS be lined up 
       ?????? 20?????????????????<K&Ts.: 251> 
 
  (124a)?? INSTRUMENT?????????THEME?????????????
????????????????????????? 
 
(125) a. Mužaan xün tasgaaltaj tavjoor xij-deg ve? 
       ??????????????? 
     b. * Mužaan xün yuu-g-aar xij-deg ve? 
 
? (125a, b)?? INSTRUMENT????????????????????THEME?
????????????????????? 
? (124b)? žagsax????? MANNER??????(126)????????????
???????????????? 
 
(126) Cerg-üüd žags-žee.?  
     ?????????????? 
 
(127) a.[[ yuu-g] + aar<INSTRUMENT>]          [tasgaaltaj tavjoor<THEME>] 
                              ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? AGREEMENT 
                          [ _____<THEME> + xij-] 
    b. [[xori xorin egnee-g] + eer<MANNER>]          [  NA  +  žags-] 
 
                                       ? 
 




(128) gex “to say”, dajlax “to treat to”, tölöx “to pay”, yavax “to go”, yarix “to speak”, etc. 
5.3. LOCATION?? (LOCATION Complements) 
? ??(2002: 119-122)???????????????? LOCATION???????
?? 




(129) a. Ta     ajmg-uud-aar   tojr-no       uu? 
       2SG:N province-PL-INS go round-PRS  Q 
       ??????????????<HA: 84> 
     b. Nadtaj  cug    gar-san   nöxöd,     cöm l    oj   tajg-aar   tar-laa. 
      1PL:CMT together go out-PF friend-PL:N all  just  forest taiga-INS disperse-RPST 
       ????????????????????????????????? 
<?? 2002: 120> 
     c. A: Sonin     sajxan yuu        baj-na? 
          interesting good  something:N be-PRS 
          ????????????????? 
       B: Yum-güj,       čamaar  yuu         baj-na? 
          something-NEG 2SG:INS  something:N exist-PRS 
          ???????????????????????<G-B 2004: 59> 
 





(130) a. *Ta tojr-no uu? 
     b. ? Nadtaj cug gar-san nöxöd, cöm l tar-laa 
     c. ?B: Yuu baj-na? 
 




(131) a. [[ajmg-uud] + aar<LOCATION>]          [ _____<LOCATION> + tojr-] 
                               AGREEMENT           
     b. [[oj tajg] + aar<LOCATION>]          [ _____<LOCATION> + tar-] 
                            AGREEMENT 
     c. [čamaar<LOCATION>]          [ _____<LOCATION> + baj-] 




(132) garax “to go up”, orox “to enter”, yavax “to go”, etc. 
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(133) a. Minij  xüü  “Govi-ijn xögžil”    negdel-d       mal-ijn  emč-eer 
       1SG:G son:N  govi-G development cooperative-D/L cattle-G  doctor-INS 
       ažill-a-ž  baj-g-aa    yum. 
       work-ICC be-EP-IMPF ASR 
       ??????????????????????????????<?? 2002: 116> 
     b. Mongol-ijn  ard tümen P. Očirbat-ijg  yörönxijlögč-öör song-o-v. 
       Mongolia-G  people:N P. Očirbat-ACC president-INS   elect-EP-PST 





(134) Minij xüü “Govi-ijn xögžil” negdel-d ažill-a-ž baj-g-aa yum. 
     ????????????????????????? 
 
? (133b)? songox”to elect”????????? THEME ????????????????
??????????????????????? 
 
(135) a. ?Mongol-ijn ard tümen P. Očirbat-ijg song-o-v. 







(136) a. [[mal-ijn emč] + eer<STATUS>]          [  NA  + ažill-] 
                                   ? 
     b. [[P. Očirbat] + ijg<THEME>]          [[yörönxijlögč] + öör<STATUS>] 
                                      AGREEMENT 
                           [ _____<THEME>  _____<STATUS> + song-] 
 




? ?? tomilox “to appoint”??????????????????????????
????????? 
5.5. TIME?? (TIME Complements) 
 (137) a. Xavr-ijn  šalgalt  5 dugaar sar-ijn   xori-d-oor      exel-ne. 
        spring-G  exam:N the fifth  month-G twenty-D/L-INS begin-PRS 
        ?????? 5? 20??????????<?? 2002: 121> 
      b. Bi    negdügeer ulirl-aar     sajn  düü-tej   sur-san. 
        1SG:N the first   semester-INS good result-CMT study-PF 
        ???????????????????????<?? 2002: 120> 
      c. Bi    ene  sar-ijn   süülč-eer ir-ne. 
        1SG:N this+ month-G end-INS  come-PRS 








(138) a. Xavr-ijn šalgalt exel-ne. 
       ????????????? 
     b. Bi sajn düü-tej sur-san. 
       ??????????????????? 
     c. Bi ir-ne. 
       ??????????? 
 
(139) a. [[5 dugaar sar-ijn xori-d] + oor<TIME>]     [  NA  + exel-] 
 
                                           ? 
     b. [[negdügeer ulirl] + aar<TIME>]          [  NA  + sur-] 
 
                                        ? 
     c. [[ene sar-ijn süülč] + eer<TIME>]          [  NA  + ir-] 
 
                                         ? 
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(140) a. Bi    Gelegmaa-taj   Yapon-d  yav-san  ?ACCOMPANIMENT? 
       1SG:N Gelegmaa-CMT Japan-D/L go-PF 
       ??????????????????????<AD> 
     b. Xuulbar-ijg ex-tej        ni   tulg-a-v.  ?REFERENCE? 
       copy-ACC  original-CMT 3POS compare-EP-PST 
       ?????????????????<?? 1989: 88> 
     c. Manaj cereg   dajsan-taj-g-aa     tulald-a-v.  ?THEME/AGENT? 
       1PL:G army:N enemy-CMT-EP-REF fight-EP-PST 
       ??????????????<AD> 
     d. Bi    dandaa najz-taj-g-aa       zövlöld-ö-dög.  ?THEME/EXPERIENCER? 
       1SG:N always friend-CMT-EP-REF consult-EP-HBT 
       ???????????????????????<K&Ts.: 127> 
     e. Bi    xoyor düü-tej.? ?POSSESSION? 
       1SG:N two   younger brother-CMT 









6.1. THEME/AGENT?? (THEME/AGENT Complements) 
(141) a. Bi    tüüntej    yavalc-dag. 
       1SG:N 3SG:CMT communicate with –HBT 
       ???????????????????<AD> 
     b. Ta    bas gavjaat    žüžigčin A. Dolgor-toj   xamtar-č         duul-san  
       2SG:N also outstanding musician A. Dolgor-CMT work together-ICC sing-PF 
       baj-x   aa? 
       be-NPS Q 
       ???????????????? A.????????????????????
???<ZM: 2003.9.16.> 




     c. Tanajxan      manajxan-taj      urald-a-x           uu? 
       2SG:G:CLCT:N 1PL:G:CLCT-CMT compete with-EP-NPS Q 
       ???????????????????????<K&Ts.: 104> 
 
  (141a-c)?????????????????????????????????????




(142) a. *Bi yavalc-dag. 
     b. *Ta bas xamtar-č duul-san baj-x aa? 












(143) a. [tüüntej<THEME/AGENT>]          [ _____<THEME/AGENT> + yavalc-] 
                        AGREEMENT 
     b. [[gavjaat žüžigčin A. Dolgor] + toj<THEME/AGENT>]     [ _____<THEME/AGENT> + xamtar-] 
                                             AGREEMENT 
     c. [[manajxan] + taj<THEME/AGENT>]          [ _____<THEME/AGENT> + urald-] 
                                 AGREEMENT 
 
  ???????????(143a)??????????????-lc-????????????
yarilcax “to talk to each other”?barilcax “to build together with”?xarilcax “to communicate with”
??????? 
6.2. THEME/EXPERIENCER?? (THEME/EXPERIENCER Complements) 
 ? ??????????????????????THEME ???????
EXPERIENCER???????????????????????????????
????????????? 
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(144) a. Bi    tüüntej    gudamž-i-n-d  xalti mölti uulz-san. 
       1SG:N 3SG:CMT street-EP-n-D/L briefly    meet-PF 
       ????????????????????<K&Ts.: 283> 
     b. Bid   yösön       öngö tumen     züjl  bodis yuu-taj      
       1PL:N every kind of color ten thousand thing matter thing-CMT  
       sonirx-moor. 
       be interested in-DSR 
       ??????????????????????????<MX5: 100> 
     c. Bat   xen-tej č     nöxörl-ö-ž             čad-dag. 
       Bat:N anybody-CMT make friends with-EP-ICC can-HBT 





(145) a. *Bi gudamž-i-n-d xalti mölti uulz-san. 
     b. *Bid sonirx-moor. 
     c. *Bat nöxörl-ö-ž čad-dag. 
 
  (145a-c)??????? THEME/EXPERIENCER ??????????(146a-c)??
?????????????? 
 
(146) a. [tüüntej<THEME/EXPERIENCER>]          [ _____<THEME/EXPERIENCER> + uulz-] 
                          AGREEMENT 
     b. [[yösön öngö tumen züjl bodis yuu] + taj<THEME/EXPERIENCER>]      
                                                  AGREEMENT 
                                      [ _____<THEME/EXPERIENCER> + sonirx-] 
     c. [[xen] + tej<THEME/EXPERIENCER> + [č]]     [ _____<THEME/EXPERIENCER> + nöxörl-] 




(147) taaraldax “to meet, to coincide”, canal nijlex “to agree with”, bolzox “to fix a time”, anduurax 
“to mistake for”, tanilcax “to get to know”, etc. 
6.3. REFERENCE?? (REFERENCE Complements) 
? ??????????????????? 4.4?????????????????? 




(148) a. Sajn  sanaat   nöxr-öö   mongol    xün    sar   nar-taj    
       good thoughtful friend-REF Mongolian person:N moon sun-CMT 
       züjrl-e-x-d-ee            tun  č   durtaj. 
       liken to-EP-NPS-D/L-REF  very even fond of 
       ??????????????????????????????????????
????<MX5: 161> 
     b. Ter   gancaar-aa arvan xün-tej      tenc-e-x       čadaltaj xün. 
       3SG:N alone-REF ten+  person-CMT equal to-EP-NPS able   person:ø 
       ?????????????????????<MX5: 5> 
     c. Ter    tüüntej  yad  ižil     xuvcasl-a-žee. 
       3SG:N 3SG:CMT just similar to get dressed-PPST 
       ??????????????????????????<K&Ts.: 97> 
     d. Mongol   xel       yapon   xel-tej       töstej. 
       Mongolian language:N Japanese language-CMT similar to 
       ??????????????????<K&Ts.: 98> 
 




(149) a. * Sajn sanaat nöxr-öö mongol xün züjrl-e-x-d-ee tun č durtaj. 
     b. * Ter gancaar-aa tenc-e-x čadaltaj xün. 
     c. *Ter yad ižil xuvcasl-a-žee. 




(150) a. [[sar nar] + taj<REFERENCE>]          [ _____<REFERENCE> + züjrl-] 
                             AGREEMENT 
     b. [[arvan xün] + tej<REFERENCE>]          [ _____<REFERENCE> + tenc-] 
                              AGREEMENT 
     c. [tüüntej<REFERENCE>]          [ _____<REFERENCE> + ižil] 
                         AGREEMENT 
     d. [[yapon xel] + tej<REFERENCE>]          [ _____<REFERENCE> + töstej] 
                               AGREEMENT 
 
? ????? REFERENCE??????????????????????? 
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(151) adilxan “ alike, similar to”, ojrolcoo “close by”, čacuu “equal to”, etc. 
 6.4. ACCOMPANIMENT?? (ACCOMPANIMENT Complements)  
? ?????????????? ACCOMPANIMENT ?????????????????
????????????? 
 
(152) a. Minij  düü            angi-ijn-x-aa  neg xüüxd-tej  xoyuul     gol    yav-žee. 
       1SG:G younger brother:N class-G-x-REF one child-CMT two together river:ø  go-PPST   
       ?????????????????????????????<AD> 
     b. Či     eež-tej-g-ee        uts-aar   yari-aaraj! 
       2SG:N mother-CMT-EP-REF phone-INS speak-OPT 




(153) a. Minij düü gol yav-žee. 
       ?????????????? 
     b. Či uts-aar yari-aaraj! 
       ???????????????? 
 
(154) a. [[angi-ijn-x-aa neg xüüxd] + tej<ACCOMPANIMENT>]     [  NA  + yav-] 
 
                                                 ? 
     b. [[eež] + tej<ACCOMPANIMENT> + g-ee]          [  NA  + yari-] 
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(155)  ??????????????????  (Hierarchy of Possibility of Semantic Role 
Agreement in Case)? 
        Higher                                                         Lower 
      
               ACCUSATIVE  >  DATIVE/LOCATIVE  >  INSTRUMENTAL 
                                 ABLATIVE             COMITATIVE 
 




























1 NA? Not Available ??????? 




2 ????????????????? “*” ??????????????????????? “?” ??
????????? 




????а: a, э: e, о: o, ѳ: ö, у: u, ү: ü, е: je, ё: jo, я: ja, ю: ju, и: i, ь: i, ы~ий: ij 
????б: b, в: v, г: g, д: d, ж: ž, з: z, к: k, л: l, м: m, н: n, п: p, р: r, с: s, т: t, ф: f, х: x, ц: c, ч: č, ш: š 
5 ?????????????????????? 
ABL: Ablative, ACC: Accusative, ASR: Assertive, ASS: Associative, CLCT: Collective, CMT: Comitative, 
CND: Conditional, CNF: Confirmative, CNT: Continuative, CST: Causative, COOP: Cooperative, DIM: 
Diminutive, D/L: Dative/Locative, DSR: Desirative, EP: Epenthetic, G: Genitive, HBT: Habitual, ICC: 
Imperfective Converbal, IMP: Imperative, IMPF: Imperfective, INS: Instrumental, N: Nominative, NEG: 
Negative, NPS: Nonpast, OPT: Optative, PCC: Perfective Converbal, PF: Perfective, PL: Plural, PPST: 
Perfective Past, PRS: Present, PST: Past, PSV: Passive, Q: Question Marker, REF: Reflexive-Possessive, RPST: 
Recent Past, TOP: Topic Marker, VLNT: Voluntative, 1SG: First Person Singular, 2SG: Second Person Singular, 
3SG: Third Person Singular, 1PL: First Person Plural, 2POS: Second Person Possessive, 3POS: Third Person 
Possessive, ∅: Zero Case, ∅IMP: Zero Form Imperative, +: Attributive Marker 
6 ?????????????????????? 
AD: Attested Data, CD: Hangin(1970), G-B: Gaunt and Bayarmandakh(2004), HA: Hangin(1997), K&Ts.: 
Kullmann and Tserenpil(1996), L: Luvsanžav(1976), MX5: Bjambasan((1979), ÖS: Ödrijn Sonin (Newspaper), 
T: ??(2005), U: Šarav, et al.(1978), YA: Arai et al.(1990), ZM: Zuunij Medee (Newspaper) 
7 ??????(     )?????????????????????? 





???????????????????????????????: [+A, +B]??????: [+A, -B]?
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??:   May I ask a favor of you? 
        May I ask you a favor? 
??????????????????????????? “you” ???????????????
?????? SOURCE ?????????????? 
14 *-töj ???????E.g. *nöxör-töj -> nöxör-tej???? (with the friend)? 
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